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We investigate the structural, chemical, and magnetic properties on BiFe0.5Cr0.5O3
(BFCO) thin films grown on (001) (110) and (111) oriented SrTiO3 (STO) substrates
by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism and x-ray diffraction. We show how highly
pure BFCO films, differently from the theoretically expected ferrimagnetic behavior,
present a very weak dichroic signal at Cr and Fe edges, with both moments aligned
with the external field. Chemically sensitive hysteresis loops show no hysteretic
behavior and no saturation up to 6.8 T. The linear responses are induced by the tilting
of the Cr and Fe moments along the applied magnetic field. C 2015 Author(s). All
article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935618]
Multiferroic materials (MFs) present both magnetic and ferroelectric orders in the same phase.
This property has prompted a renewed interest as, beyond the open physics questions, expectations
have been raised on possible applications in functional devices.1–5
Bismuth ferrite BiFeO3 (BFO) is the most extensively MF system studied6,7 as it shows MF
properties at room temperature. Bulk BFO is a G-type antiferromagnet with cycloid of 62-64 nm,8
with a weak ferromagnetic moment induced by the spin canting due to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-
action.9 In recent years, much effort has been dedicated to maximizing the ferromagnetic response
of BFO. One approach addressed to achieve this aim is doping BFO with substitutional impurities.10
An alternative approach is to combine two MF materials, BFO and BiCrO3 (BCO)—the latter
being an antiferromagnet with weak ferromagnetic signal at low temperatures.11–14 This new MF
material, BiFe0.5Cr0.5O3 (BFCO), has been theoretically predicted15,16 to have a double-perovskite
structure. The interest of such material is that, if Fe and Cr sublattices are chemically ordered,
the expected antiferromagnetic super-exchange coupling17 between Fe and Cr18 may yield a ferri-
magnetic ordering with a net predicted magnetic moment of 2 µB per unit cell.19 However, the
measured values of magnetization are widely spread,20–27 from nearly zero with antiferromagnetic-
like behavior20,26 to large magnetic moments and magnetic saturation at 0.5 T.21,22 In the first
case, the absence of a strong ferrimagnetic signal has been attributed to the lack of chemical order
in the double-perovskite, with Fe and Cr atoms being randomly distributed.26 All the reported
hysteresis loops of BFCO thin films have been measured by integrating methods, like vibrating
sample magnetometers,22,23 SQUID,21,25,26 or alternating gradient magnetometer.24 In this article,
we exploited the chemical sensitivity of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at Fe and Cr
L2,3 edges to perform a systematic study of the BFCO magnetic properties. The first merit of such a
technique is the chemical sensitivity of the magnetic measurement, which allows to directly address
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the magnetic order of the Cr and Fe sublattices and to exclude possible spurious contribution to the
magnetization signal. In fact, it has been clearly demonstrated that in BFO thin films, the presence
of secondary ferrimagnetic phases of γ-Fe2O3 is the main responsible of the magnetic signal that
otherwise tends to zero for high purity films.28 In this study, the presence of secondary phases is
carefully evaluated by x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). The sec-
ond unique merit of this method is that, by comparing the XMCD spectra of Fe and Cr, it is possible
to verify the hypothesis of a magnetic configuration characterized by a ferromagnetic in-plane
alignment of similar cations and an antiferromagnetic alignment of different cations.15,19 Indeed, in
presence of the predicted chemically and magnetically ordered unit cell, the Cr and Fe planes in
the BFCO structure would provide large dichroic signals with opposite signs. The unbalance of the
atomic moments of the two cations would lead to a clear ferrimagnetic behavior.
In this paper, we show how highly pure BFCO thin films do not display any signature of
ferrimagnetic behavior. In fact, no hysteretic behavior and no remanence are found at the Cr and Fe
edges and no saturation is achieved even at the highest applied field. This result shows that Cr and
Fe moments tilt in the direction of the applied magnetic field, even in the presence of some degree of
Cr-Fe chemical order.
SrRuO3-buffered epitaxial BFCO thin films (thicknesses ∼30 nm) were grown at the Indian
Institute of Science Education and Research by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on (001), (110),
and (111)-oriented SrTiO3 (STO) single crystal. A KrF excimer laser (wavelength = 248 nm) was
focused to reach an energy density of 2 J/cm2 with a repetition rate of 4 Hz on the target surface.
A ceramic target of Bi2.2FeCrO6, selected on purpose with a 10% Bi excess to compensate for the
high volatility of Bi, was used for depositing the BFCO films. The 20 nm thick SrRuO3 (SRO)
bottom electrode was grown on all substrates at 700 ◦C at an oxygen partial pressure (OPP) of 50 Pa
prior to BFCO deposition. BFCO films were then deposited at 750 ◦C on OPP of 1.1 Pa. After
deposition, the films were cooled from 750 ◦C down to 500 ◦C in OPP of 100 Pa and hold for 1 h at
this temperature to guarantee full oxidation, prior to cooling to room temperature.
The structure of the as-grown films was characterized by high resolution x-ray diffraction (HR-
XRD) technique (PANalytical’s EMPYREAN) with Cu-Kα radiation. Rocking curves (ω-scan)
were used to determine the epitaxial quality, whereas in-plane Φ scans were performed to check the
epitaxial relationship between the substrate and thin films.29
XAS and XMCD measurements were performed on the EPFL/PSI X-Treme beamline at the
Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland30 and at Advanced Photoelectric
Effect (APE) beamline of IOM-CNR at the Elettra synchrotron radiation facility.31 At the X-Treme
beamline, the samples were measured at 2 K temperature with an applied magnetic field of ±6.8 T
oriented along the x-ray beam direction; the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the sam-
ple was varied by rotating the sample with respect to the circularly polarized x-ray beam. XMCD
measurements were performed at Cr and Fe L2,3 edges in total electron yield detection mode, by
alternating the x-ray beam helicity under the applied magnetic field. Chemically sensitive hysteresis
loops on both Cr and Fe edges were also measured at 2 K, scanning the magnitude of the magnetic
field in the range ±6.8 T, by selecting L3 edge and pre-edge absorption spectra of each element and
switching the photon helicity. At the APE beamline, XAS and XMCD measurements were done in
total electron yield and fluorescence yield detection modes at 80 K temperature with a magnetic
pulse of ±0.05 T parallel to the sample surface.
HR-XRD analysis shows good epitaxy of all BFCO films of different orientations. θ-2θ scans
show peaks consistent with single-phase, perovskite-like, pseudo-cubic films. Furthermore, no recog-
nizable signs of impurity phases are detected within the instrumental detection limit. In the θ-2θ
scans, peaks corresponding to a double periodicity are visible on (111) samples. This is consistent
with some degree of chemical ordering of Fe and Cr on alternating (111) planes.23 The rocking curve
(ω-scan) and in-planeΦ scans confirm the epitaxial growth and the excellent crystallinity of the films.
Detailed description of the structural analysis is presented in the supplementary material.32
Figure 1 shows the XAS spectra at Cr and Fe L2,3 edges for the sample BFCO/SRO/STO (001) at
grazing incidence (60◦ with respect to the normal of the sample surface). The spectra are the average
of the two opposite helicities. Curves have been normalized by subtracting the constant background
signal to zero and normalizing to one, the highest intensity of the signal (i.e., the L3 edge).
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FIG. 1. XAS spectra at Cr (a) and Fe (b) L2,3 edges on BFCO/SRO/STO (001) sample at grazing incidence with 6.8 T
applied magnetic field. For Cr spectra, splitting structures are labeled.
Both Cr and Fe present a valence of 3+. The Cr3+ spectrum is consistent with octahedral
symmetry, with (t2g)3 ground state; its crystal field splitting structures (in Figure 1(a), peaks labeled
A and C for e structures and B, B′, and D for t2 structures) are close to those simulated for Cr2O3.33
Also Fe3+ presents octahedral symmetry,34 in good agreement with what observed on Fe edge
spectra in BFO thin films.28 The 3+ octahedral ground state is consistent with expectation from
theoretical models.15,16 The same XAS features at both Cr and Fe edges were observed for all the
three crystallographic orientations.
In Figure 2, we present the XMCD spectra at grazing incidence, with an applied magnetic field
of 6.8 T, at Cr and Fe L2,3 edges for STO substrates with crystalline orientation (001) (black line),
(110) (red line), and (111) (blue line). We notice that the shape of the dichroic signal at the Cr edge
is in agreement with the one of octahedral Cr3+ in other compounds,35,37,38 as shown in the figure;
FIG. 2. XMCD spectra at Cr and Fe L2,3 edges with 6.8 T applied magnetic field at grazing incidence on BFCO samples
with STO (001) (black line), (110) (red line), and (111) (blue line) substrates, compared with the XMCD spectra of Cr3+35
and Fe3+ in BFO36 (green line).
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the dichroic signal at the Fe edge does not show the negative peaks of the Fe2+ and Fe3+ octahedral
sites, separated by the positive peak of the Fe3+ tetrahedral site, typical of γ-Fe2O3.28,39 Indeed, the
shape of Fe XMCD strongly resembles the one extrapolated for a pure BFO thin film by removing
the γ-Fe2O3 contribution from Fe spectra obtained for BiFe0.85Co0.15O3 in Ref. 36, as shown at the
bottom of Figure 2, confirming the quality of the primary phase in BFCO.
Contrary to the behavior expected for a system showing the foreseen spin configuration, both
Cr and Fe magnetic moments align with the field direction in all samples. Looking at the intensity
of the dichroic signal at 6.8 T, the three samples show different values at the Cr peak: 3.3% for
STO (001), 2.3% for STO (110), and 1.6% for STO (111), respectively. By applying the sum
rules,40 the correspondingly total magnetic moments are, respectively, 0.11 ± 0.04, 0.1 ± 0.04, and
0.04 ± 0.06 µB/Cr. The large error bars take into account the incertitude coming from the partial
overlapping of L2 and L3 edges on Cr spectra while for the Fe (where separation between of L2 and
L3 is large enough), the error bar accounts basically for the small magnitude of the dichroic signal,
which is close to 1% for all samples. Here, the error bars for the sum rule analysis are too large
to extract reliable values of total magnetic moment. However, by making an evaluation of the Fe
moment based on the magnitude of the XMCD asymmetry, it is possible to extrapolate values of
BFCO total net moment, resulting from the sum of Fe and Cr contributions, in the range from 0.08
to 0.15 ± 0.06 µB per unit cell. These values are comparable with those obtained by magnetometric
measurements in BFCO thin films with weak ferromagnetic behavior.20,26,29
Similar measurements as in Figure 2 were repeated with the magnetic field oriented perpen-
dicularly with respect to the sample surface, as shown in the supplementary material.32 Also in
this latter case, the magnetization of both Cr and Fe is oriented parallel to the field. The intensity
of the dichroic signals slightly changes according to the direction of the applied magnetic field
with respect to the sample surface. By combining this result with those obtained from Figure 2,
we observe that the relative intensity of the XMCD asymmetries changes both as a function of the
direction of the applied magnetic field and of BFCO different crystallographic orientations, the sign
of the anisotropic behavior of the samples.
In order to observe the response of Cr and Fe atoms in a wide range of applied magnetic field,
chemically sensitive hysteresis loops have been performed on the two edges at grazing incidence,
with magnetic field up to 6.8 T. The hysteresis loops of the sample BFCO/SRO/STO (001) are
shown in Figure 3.
The magnetization curve at Cr edge shows an increase of the dichroic response with increasing
magnetic field, without reaching the magnetic saturation at highest available fields. No hysteretic
behavior is detected. In the case of Fe edge, the intensity of the magnetic response is even smaller,
FIG. 3. Chemically sensitive hysteresis loops at Cr (blue dots) and Fe (red dots) edges for BFCO/SRO/STO (001) sample at
grazing incidence. Because of the experimental setup, noise at low fields was larger than the signal of the sample; thus, those
points have been removed.
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consistently with the XMCD scans at 6.8 T. Also in this case, no clear magnetic saturation is
observed and the resolution of the measurement does not permit to detect a hysteretic behavior.
The samples with different crystallographic orientations both showed similar hysteresis curves
with paramagnetic-like behavior (i.e., no remanence, no hysteretic behavior, and linear response).
Consistently with what observed with XMCD spectra, both Cr and Fe edges follow the applied
magnetic field in the same direction. Concerning the behavior at low fields, XMCD measurements
performed at 80 K after magnetic pulses of 0.05 T showed no dichroic signal at either Cr or Fe
edges for both total electron yield and fluorescence yield measurements. From these combined
measurements, we can conclude that Cr and Fe edges present no remanence at low tempera-
tures. These features were observed on all three crystallographic orientations at both Cr and Fe
edges.
In summary, the predicted ferrimagnetic order15,16,19 is not confirmed by our measurements that
show a good crystalline order with some degree of chemical ordering (see the supplementary mate-
rial32) but a lack of ferrimagnetic order (the signs of XMCD of Fe and Cr are parallel) and a very
low intensity of the net moments of each element. The dichroic signal measured at Cr and Fe edges
is thus attributed to the tilting of the spins in the direction of the applied magnetic field, with the
resulting net moment increasing for increasing magnetic fields, as observed in the paramagnetic-like
hysteresis loops.
It is possible to give an evaluation of the tilting angle of Cr and Fe moments under the applied
magnetic field. As a case of study, we consider the case of BFCO/SRO/STO (111) sample and
magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the sample surface, whose XMCD spectra at Cr and Fe
edges are shown in the supplementary material.32 In this configuration, the plane on which the Fe
and Cr spins are lying is normal to the applied magnetic field;41 thus, the measured dichroic signals
are the projection of the Cr and Fe moments on the magnetic hard axis. By applying the sum rules,
in this configuration, BFCO/SRO/STO (111) sample presents at 2 K under 6.8 T magnetic field a
spin moment of 0.07 ± 0.08 µB for Cr and 0.03 ± 0.08 µB for Fe. By considering the atomic spin
moments of Cr and Fe B cations, with corresponding values of 3 µB and 5 µB, respectively, we
obtain a tilting of 1.3◦ for Cr and 0.4◦ for Fe moments. From these tilting values, an estimation
of the exchange coupling can be given by modeling the total energy through a Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian.42–45 By considering a minimal Heisenberg Hamiltonian with nearest neighbor interactions
under an applied magnetic field,46 we can define
H = −J

i, j
S⃗i · S⃗j − 2µB *.,

i(Fe)
S⃗i(Fe) · H⃗ +

i(Cr )
S⃗i(Cr ) · H⃗+/- (1)
with H⃗ being the applied magnetic field vector and S⃗(Cr ) and S⃗(Fe) the atomic spin moments of Cr
and Fe B cations. If among all the possible spin interactions we take into account only the Cr-Fe
one, we obtain a value of exchange coupling of −0.4 meV, in good agreement with the theoretical
models.15,19
Finally, concerning the imbalance between Cr and Fe spectra in the intensity of dichroic sig-
nals, we attribute it either to the different anisotropic responses of octahedral Fe and Cr elements,
which may be due to the differences of the distances of the surrounding atoms in the respective
subcells, or to the different strengths of the Cr-Cr or Fe-Fe couplings. The intensity of the discrep-
ancy appears to be dependent on BFCO crystalline orientation, as it can be observed in Figure 2,
with a maximum difference in Cr and Fe dichroic signal intensities for the (001) crystallographic
orientation and a minimum one for the (111) orientation.
In this article, we have reported an element-specific study addressing the magnetic properties
of highly pure BFCO thin films, epitaxially grown on SRO-buffered STO substrates with three
different crystallographic orientations: (001), (110), and (111). XMCD measurements performed at
2 K under 6.8 T magnetic field show Cr and Fe net magnetic moments far below those predicted
for a ferrimagnetic, B-site ordered BFCO layered perovskite. Cr and Fe moments appear to be
both aligned with the external field. The maximum total magnetic moment measured has a value
of 0.15 µB per unit cell, recorded at grazing incidence for (001) surface. Chemically sensitive
hysteresis loops show a paramagnetic-like response of both Cr and Fe, with no hysteretic behavior
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and remanence close to zero. The dichroic signal at 6.8 T is due to the tilting of Cr and Fe moments
toward the direction of the applied magnetic field.
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